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HERMITE SERIES AS BOUNDARY VALUES
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G. G. WALTER

ABSTRACT.   The relations between Hermite series expansions of functions

and tempered distributions on the real axis and holomorphic or harmonic func-

tions or generalizations of them in the upper half plane are studied.  The Hermite

series expansions of H   functions are characterized in terms of their coefficients.

Series of analytic representations of Hermite functions, series of Hermite func-

tions of the second kind, and combined series of Hermite functions of the first

and second kind are investigated.   The functions to which these series converge

in the upper half plane are shown to approach (in various ways) the distributions

or functions whose Hermite series have the same coefficients.

1.  Introduction. Much of the theory of wave motion in classical physics

is based on solutions to boundary value problems associated with the equation

y" = -Xy, the harmonic oscillator equation. When one moves to quantum mech-

anics, the fundamental equation of wave motion has the form y" - x2y = -Xy.

The eigenfunctions of the former are the trigonometric functions and of the

latter are the Hermite functions. The theory of trigonometric Fourier series has

been a well-known and widely used part of the development of the theory of

classical wave motion. The theory of Hermite Fourier series is little used apart

from the basic oscillator. One might expect that a further development of the

theory of Hermite series along the lines of that of trigonometric series would lead

to new insight.

Trigonometric Fourier series are closely connected with boundary values of

holomorphic and harmonic functions in the unit disk D. The various relations

have been extensively studied and are quite well known.

If we move to the real line, no parallel theory based on series seems to

exist. The analogous results for the upper and lower half plane are usually based

on integral operators. A natural orthonormal sequence to use on the real line is

the same sequence of Hermite functions {hn}. The only attempt to derive ana-

logous results that I know of is the work of Muckenhoupt [M], whose approach

differs considerably from the one we shall follow here. We shall introduce func-

tions related to these Hermite functions whose behavior off the real axis emulates

some aspects of the behavior of the functions r±ne'"e and e'"z off the boundary
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of D. This is necessary since the behavior of the hn is very bad off the real axis;

series of hn, all of whose derivatives converge uniformly on the real axis, may fail

to be even pointwise convergent off the axis.

We shall discuss four different approaches each of which imitates some

aspects of trigonometric series. The first approach is based on sequences of co-

efficients of Hermite series, the second on functions which are analytic representa-

tions of Hermite functions, and the last two on Hermite functions of the second kind.

2.  Hermite expansions of Hp functions.  In the case of trigonometric Four-

ier series, those belonging to Hp functions are distinguised by having their negative

coefficients equal to zero. No such simple conditions hold for Hermite series of

functions on 7?1. Indeed, none of the Hermite functions themselves belong to

Hp of either the upper or lower half plane since the Fourier transform of such

77p functions must vanish on a half line.  The Fourier transform of hn {i.e.

(-/)"«„} does not. In order to determine which sequences of coefficients do

belong to functions in Hp, we use the auxilliary sequences {otnk} where

0) ank = f0hnhk>      n,k = 0,1,-

Then 'Lfankhn is the Hermite series of a function in 772 of the upper half plane

since its Fourier transform vanishes on (-<», 0).  By using the recurrence formulae

of the Hermite functions we may derive the following properties of the ank:

(2)(i) ank = 1>isnk'      n + keven,

(3)00 Z «.knanl — akl>
n=Q

r-\Vt-k{(4)(iii) a -   (-l)"-*(2« + l)!(2*)!
Wlfflj <*2n+ 1,2* - (2„ - 2k + l)2n2"n\2kkl '

These furnish the basic tools to prove

Theorem 1. Let ^cnhn be the Hermite series expansion of a function

/G7,2(-oo  oo);fef

an = Z '<n-k\kCk>     « = 0,1,...,

(5)

(bn = Z i-0n-k%kck,   « = 0,1,...Y

then ^anhn   (2 bnhn) is the expansion of a function in H2 of the upper half

(lower half) plane.  Moreover cn = an 4- bn, and if f itself EH2 of the upper half

plane, cn=an.
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The proof involves using the infinite matrices A = [i"~k%k] and Ä =

[{~íy~k(Xnk] as operators on I2. They have the properties that A + A = I and

AÄ = 0.  From these and the fact that A maps Í2 into sequences which are the

Hermite coefficients of H2 functions, the conclusions follow.

Unfortunately, when we look at convergence of Hermite expansions of H2

functions, we cannot in general extend the convergence on the real axis to the

complex plane.  In order to imitate the convergence inside the unit disk of Four-

ier series of H2 functions we need to introduce new functions associated with the

Hermite functions.  One such family of functions is studied in the next section.

3. Series of projections of Hermite functions.  Since the Hermite functions

themselves are not in H2 and since Hermite series of H2 functions do not behave

very well off the real axis, it is better to consider other series instead. In this

section we shall consider the projections of the Hermite functions on H2 and the

behavior of series of the projections in the complex plane. These projections

{gk} may be given by the functions

(6> Skit) = Z (0"-fca„A(i),     * - 0,1,2,... .
M = 0

Then iff EH2 with Hermite expansion "Eanhn we see that

(7) /- Z>A = Z jÇ(0n-*a„A|/i„ = ZUfdhn

by Parseval's equality since by the symmetry of ank, the Hermite coefficients of

gn are vn~kank. Thus we find that an = ffhn = ffg~ fox f EH2 of the upper

half plane (C+) and similarly Jfhn = ¡fgn fox f EH2 of the lower half plane

(C~). Whenever fEL2 we can rewrite the results of Theorem 1 as

(8) K = //i7+>„.
Whence it follows that

(9) ¿; + gn=K   a.e.

Thus all/GL2 may be written as

00) /=ZcA=Zv„+Zv7

where 2cngn G H2(C+). There {gn} may be shown, by using the properties of

the ank, to satisfy

d o g¿x)=;¿rJ0~e'*f(- 0*A*(') *

/,~\ 1   r» hJx)
(12) ^) = r^      -^-^-dx,   lmz>0.

* 2m J-" x - z
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Using these properties we may attack the problem of convergence in the complex

plane.

Theorem 2. Let f EL2 (-<*>, °°) with Hermite series expansion 2cnhn; let

/+(z) = JL.r M.^
2m J -<" x - z

be the projection of fon H2, Im z > 0; then S c^„(z)

(i) converges absolutely for Im z > 0,

(ii) converges uniformly to /+(z) in any region for which Im z > e > 0,

(iii) converges in the sense ofL2(-°°, °°) for each fixed y > 0, and

Zcn {gn(z) + gn(z)} converges to a harmonic function whose boundary values on

(-°°, °°) are given by fix).

The first conclusion follows from Bessel's inequality since the g„iz) ate just

the Hermite coefficients of (27r/)~ x (x - z)~1. Hence we see that

Z   KënM
n = 0

<lu2i>„(z)i2 < '/g/r,^-*,***

To prove the uniform convergence we consider the equality

1 lr°  ^=ocA-/
Zcngniz)-f+iz)

n = 0 -h\r. x-z
dx

(13) <LleA_/L*M
from which our assertion follows immediately.

Finally to show T,2 convergence we use PlancherePs identity twice to cal-

culate

£

TV

Z cnsnix + iy)-f+ix + iy)
n=0

dx

(14)

Joo
-2yf

TV

TV

Z cnhnit)i-if -fit)
n=0

dt

Z cnhnit)i-iT -fit)
\n = 0

dt

IN 2Z   Cnhn~f\    ~*°     as A/-*«.
n = 0 lb

Here we have used the fact that
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(15) f+{x + iy) = -Ljje'fr+Wttr) dt

which is another consequence of Plancherel's identity. The last statement follows

immediately from the others.

There are still many convergence problems that we have left unresolved.

For example we have not looked at the problems associated with Hp spaces for

p¥=2. In particular the questions associated with Hx are difficult. We could

also look at pointwise convergence on the real axis at, say, points of smoothness

of/.

We note that with the replacement of hn by gn the convergence of the series

is improved off the real axis. However it is still not good enough to include a

number of cases of interest. It is well known that each function of polynomial

growth has a Hermite series with coefficients 0(np) convergent to it in the sense

of (tempered) distributions. Also each such function has an analytic representa-

tion to which we should like the series with the gn to converge with some sort

of uniformity. Therefore, in order to improve the convergence we introduce

another related sequence of functions {hn} the Hermite functions of the second

kind. These are more closely analogous to the functions {emz} on the unit circle.

4. Expansions in series of Hermite functions of the second kind.  These

Hermite functions of the second kind hn are solutions to the Hermite equation

{z2 -D2)w = {2n + l)w,      « = 0,1,...,

which vanish at i*> when z is in the upper half plane and at -/» when z is in the

lower half plane. The functions were studied in [W] where it is shown that they

satisfy the same recurrence formulae as the Hermite functions themselves, as well

as the following formulae:

(16)(i) hn{z) = hn(z)f^ fa ,    Im z > 0.

(17)00       hn(z)hk(z) = - j_m -jz~2-<ix,     lmz¥=0,n>k,

(18)(iii) hn(x + zu) - hn(x - iff) = -2mhn(x).

Theorem 3. Let f be a continuous real valued function of polynomial

growth with Hermite series expansion Scn«n; then

(i) 2(icn/2-n)hn(z) converges uniformly in compact subsets of either the

upper or lower open half plane,

(ii)  ~L(icJ2-n){hn(z) - hn(z)} converges in the upper half plane to a real

harmonic function u(z),

(iii) limy_>0u(x + iy) = fix) uniformly on compact sets ofR.
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It is well known that a function of polynomial growth belongs to S', the

space of tempered distributions; convergence in S' is equivalent to weak conver-

gence, i.e. 2c„«„ converges as Xcn<hn, </>> converges for each ipES. Also an ele-

ment/of 5' has a Hermite expansion 2c„«„ whose coefficients cn = Oinp) for

some integer p, and which converges to / Now by property (ii)

^icn v icn r   hnit) exp(z2/2) exp(-r2/2)
^^ -£*£.-—t-dt

= exp(z2/2)2>„ JLj^ ^ expi-t2l2)dt

= expiz2/2)ZcM>hn>

where (¿>z(r) = exp(-f2/2)/(r - z)ES.  Therefore this series converges pointwise

for Im z t¿ 0.

To show this convergence is in fact uniform on compact sets we use the

fact that hn = (x2 -D2y+2hJ(2n + If*2, where p is the nonnegative integer

associated with the asymptotic behavior of the coefficients. Then we have

&.{.. %=gß <*> -EgrnT"«"* -***'*•■ "»'•
The series 2(c„/(2« 4- iy+2) converges absolutely and <(x2 -D2y+2^z, hn) is

uniformly bounded on compact sets avoiding the real axis.

The convergence in (ii) follows from that in (i), and the limit function will

clearly be harmonic. We need only show that it be real.  This can be done by

showing /(«„GO - hn(z)) to be real.  But we have, by (17), with k = 0,

(.9) ft» - ¡¡-„o,=_riM» -fmfëP-^n *
whence, since the expression in brackets is purely imaginary, it follows that it is.

The last conclusion of Theorem 3 is a consequence of the fact that

w(z)exp(-z2/2) is the Poisson integral representation of f(t)exp(-t2l2). Hence

w(z)exp(-z2/2) —*-f(t)exp(-t2¡2) uniformly on compact sets and hence our con-

clusion.

In neither of the two cases considered so far have we looked at the harmonic

conjugate. In the case of the {//„} sequence the harmonic conjugate of the func-

tion

«GO =Zanigniz) + Sni2))

will be

^) = Zanigniz)-g~Mi-i)
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and its restriction to the real axis will be the conjugate /of the original L2 func-

tion /. In terms of Hermite series, if/has the series expansion Zanhn, then /is

given by the series

n=0
z (-iy %«+i,2fcfl2*K„+i

<k=0

(20)

-(£(-!)"    k«2n,2k+la2k+l\h2nl-

Clearly, since /and "£angn are in L   so is/

In the case of the series in {hn} the harmonic conjugate series of

would be

(2i) ^)=z^[Ä„(z) + /r„(i)].

Note that the restriction of v to the real axis now is not necessarily in L2 when

our original / is.  In fact, it is worse than that since hn(x + z'0) + hn(x - z0) is

0(exp(x2/2)) as x —► ±°°. Therefore in this case we cannot in general define a

conjugate series.

Our next approach will overcome the shortcomings of both of the above

but will require us to alter the definition of harmonic function somewhat.

We still have not been able to imitate completely the behavior of the trigo-

nometric functions by the Hermite functions. We next introduce a series that

combines the best features of the two previous cases.  Let/again be in Z-2(-°°, °°)

with Hermite series 2c„/z„. Then we define the two functions u and v by

(22) -       hn{x)h„(iy)

and

K&fttSiy)
(23) *>»-'£*-.  *,.,(„) ■

These two functions will play a role analogous to conjugate harmonic functions.

Clearly u(x, 0) = fix) provided the series converges.

Theorem 4. Let u(x, y) and v(x, y) be given as in (22) and (23), where

{cn} E I2.   Then both u and v are real valued C°° functions for (x, y) in the open

upper half plane which satisfy the equation (A2 - r2)w = 0 where r2 = x2 +y2.
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Moreover they are related by the equations

(24) ix - o/ox)u = (y- d/dy)v

and

(25) (x + aßx)v = -iy + d/by)u.

We shall use the recurrence formulae for Hermite functions

xhn = sfnl2hn_x 4- V(« + l)/2«„+1

and

h'n=^hl2hn_x -V(« + l)/2«„+1,

which are also satisfied by the «„, to show formally that the differential equations

(24) and (25) are satisfied. Indeed we see that

(* " Íc)u(x'y) = ? cn%/2n + 2hn+xix) y^

and

\/2ñ"hn_xiiy)(a\ °° V*««n-

(0)

Hence we obtain (24) and by a similar calculation (25). If we put them together

we find that

(»+¿X«-¿>"('*¿X'-F)-('-eX't¿>
~KX'+è>

or

(26) ib2/dx2 + b2/by2 -x2-y2)u = 0.

A similar calculation holds for v, whence it follows that both « and v sat-

isfy the partial differential equation

(27) (A2 - r2)« = 0

where r2 = x2 + y2.

There are a few things we must check in order to justify these calculations.

First we would like both u and v to be real-valued functions, and secondly we

would like the series for u and v, after two differentiations, to be uniformly con-

vergent.
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We first observe that hn(iy) is real when n is even and imaginary when n is

odd, so that h2n(iy) is always real. Hence hn(iy) = hn(iy)$%2lh2n is real for y >

0 when n is odd and imaginary when n is even. Now for n = 2k we have

(28) ^2k(0) = ih2k{0)ijlhlk(it)dt

and for n = 2k + 1 we have

*2*+i(0)=lim 777-7j-r- =hm
j<-*o 1/A„0»     y-o-^0»/«^(z>)

(29)

..     -2 -2
= hm 77-

y-O^O»       «2fc+l(°)   "

We may use (28) and (29) to calculate the exact values of hn(0). First by direct

calculation we find that

(30) M»-(-0»*

and that

(31) hx (0) = -2fh\ (0) = -2/V2/z0(0) - - v^r*.

Then we use the recurrence formula

\fi]2hn_x(0) + V(#i 4- l)f2hn+x(0) = 0

to calculate the remaining values which are

(32) h2k(0) = (-i)(- l)*7%Li.£z|-...pt

and

(33) h2k+x(0) = -^-l)kJ^= -.ñt-u*I  2k   .2k-2~77J¿A
1    2k-1 3

Thus we see that both u(x, y) and v(x, y) axe real.

To show that the series converges, let us look more closely at hn{iy). We

use the fact that

~ .       r~   h„{t)hJf)
(34)    hn{iy) = h^iiy)f_m J±L±1 dt,     y > 0, „ = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

Then for any integer p > 0, we find that
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(2„ + if\m=/:. (2« + iy*.m"i<-^gy,/2))B

*„«Xr2 -D?y<=/:
exp(V/2 - f2/2)j

iy-t
dt

r- -,     ,   pniy> t)
= í_„hn(t)exp(-y2l2-t2l2)-£ü-jdt,

where Pp is a polynomial in 7 and t and öpOA 0 = (iy - t)2p+1. Therefore the

function Pp(y, OQ^iy, t)exp(-t2/2) is in L2(-°°, °°) for any y > 0, and hence

by Schwarz's inequality

(35) 1(2« + lfhn(iy)\ < Cp(y) exp(-y2/2)

where C (y) is independent of n and of polynomial growth and continuous for

y > 0. This inequality allows us to deduce that the series (22) and (23) both

converge uniformly for all real x and y > e > 0 provided that the coefficients c„

are 0(ns) for some integer s. The same is true for repeated partial derivatives

with respect to x and y and multiplication by x or by y.

Initially we assumed that the coefficients {c„} were those of an 7,2(-°°, °°)

function.  However, we could just as easily have assumed that they were the co-

efficients of a tempered distribution in S' and hence behaved asymptotically as

c„ = 0(np), pEZ. The proof of the theorem is still valid and with a few more

calculations we may prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5. LetfEL2(-<*>, °°) (resp. S') with Hermite coefficients {c„>.

Then the function u(x, y) given by (22) converges to fin the sense of L2 (resp.

S') as y —► 0+.  The function v(x, y) converges to f (the conjugate off) in the

sense of L2 (resp. S') as y —► 0 where f is given by the series

A„(0)

which is convergent in the sense of L2 (resp. S').

In order to prove the theorem we need some additional simple properties

of «„. They are given by

Lemma 1. Let y > 0; then:

(i) hn(iy)h~l(0) is real, positive and monotonically decreasing.

(ü) hni0)h-^xi0) is bounded.

From formulas (32) and (33) we see that «^fe+/(0) and hence h4k+¡iiy) is
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imaginary negative, real negative, imaginary positive, or real positive according to

whether / = 0, 1, 2, or 3 respectively. Hence it is clear that

| hnOy)h-lio) = (-ijl hn_x«y) 4- if±l hn+xiiy)y-Ho)

is real negative. Again from (32) and (33) we see that

i^rf

(36^ "2* + i(°)       ÏÏ.       1       22*(fc!)2

K   } ~h2~kW'^\^Tl   {2k)\  ■

By Stirling's formula we may find bounds on the factorials

(37) y/TJÄkH < {2k)ll22k{k\)2 < y/2jkT.

Hence we see that

(38) H2<\h2k+X{0)lh2k(0)\<2,

which gives us the desired inequality for n odd. For even n it suffices to use the

recurrence formula for hn, namely y/ñj2hn_x(Q¡) = —\J(n + l)/2/zn + 1(0) and the

other inequality.

Now we return to the proof of the theorem. In the L2 case we have

lf-u(-,y)\?2 = Z \cn\2(l-hn{iy)h-l{0))2
n=0

where the series is dominated by 42|c„|2 and hence converges uniformly for all

y > 0. We can therefore take the limit as y —>■ 0 termwise and conclude that the

desired result holds for the L2 case.

The series defining /has coefficients which satisfy S|cn|2|An(0)/«^_,(0)|2

< °° and therefore we have /G L2{-°°, °°) as well as the desired convergence.

In the case of S', we let <pES, and must show that («( •, y), <p) —*■ if </>>.

Let dn = <(¿>, hn); then we have

|<h(-,jO, *>-</,*>!

= |Z^ÂO-Â;(z»A-i(0))|.

But the series 2 cndn converges absolutely and by a slight modification of the L2

argument we reach our conclusions for this case as well.

We still have not mentioned nor shown anything about pointwise convergence

of u and v to / and / respectively. Indeed, just as with trigonometric Fourier

series, questions of pointwise convergence are much more delicate and require a

more detailed look at the transformation from / to u.  This can be expressed as

an integral operator:

(39) u(x,y) = f_^P(x,y,t)fit)dt
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where the kernel P(x, y, t) is given by

(40) Pix,y,t)=Z"nix)T7¡w«ni0.
n=0 "iiW

Similarly v is related to/by an integral operator with the conjugate kernel

eo n ( 7*17 I

(41) nx,y,t)= z^ii^-f^-w.
n=0 "nV*)

In order to study the kernel P(x, y, t) we derive first some additional properties

of hn(iy).

Lemma 2.   There exists a constant C2 such that

\hn(iy)h-! (0)1 < C^-^" \     n = 0,l,2,...,y>0.

The proof is based on the fact that |«„(/v)| is monotonically increasing with

y for y > 0. This is clear from the fact that «„(z) = Hniz)expi-z2/2)A~l where

77„(z) is a polynomial with exclusively real zeros. We then use the formula, which

may be derived from the differential equation for hn, given by

ih'ni0)
KM - ««(°) c°sh y/EiTTy + -«=¡ sinh s/2h~+ly

(42)

4-   ,   l      fys2hn(is) sinh V2« + l(y - s) ds.

For « even «J,(0) = 0 and «„(/» is real and either positive or negative for all

y > 0. If positive then the integral is positive and «„(/» > hn(0)cosh\/2n + ly;

if negative the opposite inequality holds.  In either case we have

K(iy)\ > IA„(0)l cosh yfbTTTy.

For n odd, «„(0) = 0 and /'«„(/» is real and of constant sign for all y > 0. If

ihniiy) > 0 then id/dy)ihniiy) > 0 for y > 0 and hence «^(0) < 0. Hence the

same arguments hold for « odd and we have

|«„0»| > \h'niO)ls/2h~TT\ sinh V27m>.

We now turn our attention to hnify). Using the formula

Kiiy)-KHy)Sl^l
we first derive the inequality

M'WI f-   2 eis.7T c m ̂  '""v'-^' C°°_2ds_
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For n = 2k, k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , we have

167

-V4TTÎÎ

(43)

^*(ÍK)I < íy\h2k(0)\cosh^k + ls  dS < S y \fc(0)|     ds

^.^k-riy (0)e-V4Fr.v
|«2fc(0)h/4T+T"Cl'l2k(0)e

since h2k(0) and, by (32), h2k(0) both are greater than a constant multiple of

In order to get a similar inequality for hn when n is odd, we first observe

that l/i^O»! is also monotonically increasing with y for y > 0. Therefore we have

\hn{iy)\ =
V1-®),,,.,c'y 2
"» Jy)K{}y)h~h

\hn{iy)

w)
riy 2h'„

Km •
But by differentiating the expression for hn(iy), we obtain, for odd n,

h'n(iy) = -i{dfdy)h„(iy)

= h'n(0) cosh V2n + \y + (-i)fy s2hn(is) cosh y/2n + 1 (y - s) ds

in which both terms on the right are real and have the same sign. Hence we have

K('y)\ > K(°)\ cosh V2T+Tv

and therefore

(44) \hn{iy)\ < (4/|A;(0)|)e-^/27^^1^      «=1,3,5,-

Now since h'n(0) = \f2ñhn_x(0), we see that \hn(0)h'n(0)\~l is bounded and

hence reach our desired conclusion for odd n as well.

We must refine the inequality in Lemma 2 somewhat in order to derive

some needed properties of the kernel P(t, x, y).

Lemma 3.   77zt?re exists a cubic polynomial P{y) such that

A>l_e-V^v
«„(0)

.Piy)e—v/2n + lv

V2« + 1
y>0, n = 0, 1,2,

In order to prove this lemma we use the fact that hn satisfies the same dif-

ferential equation as hn and therefore that

hn(iy) _ h'n(0) _
= cosh V2« + ly + i-^r——^=== sinh y/2n + ly

(45)
K(0) hn(0W2h + l ■
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We know from Lemma 2 that hn(iy) —*0 as y —► °°. Therefore the dif-

ference

h„(iy)

An(0)

_ e-y/2h + i y

(46)

r ih'JO)       1 ,_
= [1 + V2« + l//„(0)JSinhV2m>

1 Cy       Kiis)  eV2/J41(v-s) _ e-s/2n + \(y-s)
4—, I    s2-¡-=---ds

V2ÏÏTT J o      «„(0) 2

also converges to 0 as y —► °°. Since the terms

e-V^TTy       and    fys2hn(is)e-s/2n + l(y-s) ds

clearly do the same, it follows that the remaining terms converge to 0 as y —► °o.

These remaining terms may be expressed as

[■•

-~ , .   4-
y/2n 4- 1«„(0)      y/2,

i     r^2W-v^i^
n 4- 1 Jo A„(0)

]ey/2n~Tly

whence it follows that the factor in brackets also converges to 0 as y —► °° and

hence is equal to

V2T+TV  hniO) e ds-

By combining the various terms in (46) we obtain the inequality

¡Kay)
A„(0)

._   -jïn + \y\

(47)
/«>) (y       S2hn(iS) r—-

1 +    , ~-4- , ~—ev2n + ls ds
V2T+1«„(0)     J o V2«TT«„(0)

,-yJln+ly

s2hn(is)

y/2h~+lhn(0)

s/ïn + ly

Jy y/2T+lhJ0) e

We now use (32) and (33) to estimate Íh'n(0)lhn(0yj2n 4- 1.

By using the fact that h'n(0) = -\J2n 4- 2Tln + x(0) and Stirling's formula,

we see that for n = 2k,
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íh2k(0) (-i)(-s/WT2)h2k+x(0)

h2k(0WW+l h2k(0)y/4k + 1

(-zX-V4T+l)(-v^)(-l)fcj^7- :
2Jfc-l

(48)

(-/)(- i^y/W+TJ^-

2k    2k-2       2 1

2F7?        r  x
- • • •    — w
2k - 2 2n

2k - 1   2k - 3        1 7r,AV4F+T

2_ 22k[k\}2  .. 2 22kk2ke-2k

A/4TTT "    [2*]!    * 7r,/4V4TTT V4^77(2/v)2fce-2fc

= y/4kf(4k + 1).

Similarly for n = 2k + 1, we obtain

-¿r2'fc+I(o) ._,

(-OvWFTT(-lX- W?lFJ'"2*,i

2ÄT7T

3
(49)

_V2/v + lV4/v+ 2 2A: - 1 1  /if _ s/WTT\/4k + 2(2k)\   F¡¡
V4F+T 2/c "  2N/2 V4/k + 322fc(*!)2 V 2

_,V2fc + lyfrft+ 2 s/4kl   lit _     2k 4 1
V4/fc + 3 2ÄT7T >/ 2     V4A: + 3^ '

We now return to our basic inequality (47). We have all we need to prove

the inequality in the lemma. It is completed by using Lemma 2 and the asymp-

totic expressions (48) and (49) in (47). The last term in (47) is estimated by

using integration by parts.

We are now in position to derive the properties we shall need about the

kernel P(t, x, y) in order to prove a pointwise convergence theorem.  Fortunately

much of the difficult work has been done.

We first decompose P(t, x, y) into the sum of two kernels one of which is

of positive type and the other of which is nonsingular.
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P(t, x, y) = £//„G)A„(*)A„(/>y/r„(0)

(50) =Zhni0hnix)e-^2^riy + E//„0)«„(*)e„(y)

= Px(t, x, y) + R(t, x, y).

Since by Lemma 3, we have \en(y)\ < C3(2« 4- l)~Vl and since |«„(.x)| <

C(x)(2n 4- l)~%, it is clear that R(t, x, y) G L2(-°°, ») as a function of t for

each (x, y) in the upper half plane. Also since en(0) = 0

lim    f~  M. x. y)\2 dt = Zhlix)  lirn  \e2n(y)\ = 0

which is valid because of the uniform convergence of the series. Now the kernel

Zhn(t)hn(x)e~y'2n + 1y = Px(t, x, y) is essentially the same as the kernel con-

sidered by Muckenhoupt [M], which except for a factor exp(-jt2/2 - v2/2) is

given by 'Lhn(t)hn(x)e-yJ2liy = P2(t, x, v). He shows (p. 237) that if/G

T/O-oo, oo)( i </> < oo, then

Ç_Jiii> x, yW) dt -*■ fix)   a.e. as y -> 0+.

This implies the same result for Px in place of P2 since Px -P2 is a continuous

function for all t, x E Rl and y > 0 and

lim   llP^r, x, y) -P2it, x, y)ü2 = 0
j'-»0'r

by the same argument used for R.

We now can put together the pieces of the puzzle to give us a pointwise

convergence theorem.

Theorem 6. Let fE ¿2(-«>, «>  77ie« the function u(x, y) given by (22)

converges to fix) a.e. as y —*■ 0+.

The proof uses the observations we made previously:

u(x,y)= i~JPit,x,y)fit)dt

= f_y2it, x, y)fit) dt + J"m {/>! it, x, y) - P2it, x, y)}fit) dt

+ f " Rit, x, y)fit) dt -* fix) 4- 0 + 0   a.e. as y -* 0+.
J _eo

There are still lots of loose ends to pick up. We have not looked at Lp conver-

gence and pointwise convergence for Lp functions. Nor for that matter have we

discussed the local behavior of the conjugate function iX*. .v).
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By analogy with the theory of functions of a complex variable one can form

functions of the complex variable z = x + iy in upper half plane by combining u

and v.

fiz) = u{z) + iv(z) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y).

Many properties of holomorphic functions carry over in modified form to the

kind of functions we have. These have been studied by Vekua (see [V] ) in a more

general framework.
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